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Abstract

An adaptive peridynamics material point method (APDMPM) is proposed for modeling dynamic fracture problems to fully
ake advantage of both the peridynamics (PD) and material point method (MPM). The PD is used to model the crack region
f a continuum, while the MPM is used to model the remaining regions of the continuum. A hand-shake region is employed
o transfer the interaction between the PD and MPM particles. The simulation region is initially discretized by MPM particles,
hich will be adaptively converted to PD particles based on their stress condition or connect relation to make the PD sub-region
t the damage area automatically. Several numerical examples, including spallation of Hopkinson bar, plate with a pre-existing
rack and plate with a circular cutout under velocity boundary conditions, are studied to verify the proposed method. The
umerical results show that the APDMPM can successfully predict the initiation and propagation of cracks without explicitly
racking crack surface, meanwhile improve the calculation efficiency and accuracy of the rest of the region.

2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The dynamic fracture problem is fundamental in the fracture mechanics and the focus of many engineering
roblems, and its scientific analysis and reasonable prediction have attracted much attentions since 19th century.
nglis and Griffith [1] made contributions to the early development of fracture mechanic theory, and Irwin extended
he Griffith’s [1] model by developing the energy release rate concept. However, the complexity of the fracture
roblems greatly increases the difficulty of theoretical analysis, making the numerical method especially important
n the study of fracture problems. In order to model crack growth, various numerical models have been proposed. The
o-called element erosion technique is commonly employed in the finite element method (FEM) for material failure
odeling, but it suffers difficulties in mass and energy conservation. The finite difference method (FDM) [2] was

onsidered by Chen and Wilkins for fracture problems analysis. The extended finite element method (XFEM) was
roposed by Belytschko and his collaborators [3] with the method of unity principle partition for cracks modeling.
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Cohesive zone method (CZM) [4] was presented by embedding the cohesive zone at the edges or facets of the
original FEM mesh. However, in above continuum theory based models, the complex damage models and branching
criteria are needed.

Thus, many kinds of meshfree methods have been proposed aiming at modeling fracture problems. Carpiteri
t al. [5] presented an augment Lagrangian element-free (ALEF) approach based on the construction of shape
unctions with a moving least-squares approximation. Krysl and Belytschko [6] presented the Element-Free Galerkin
ethod (EFG) for modeling 3D dynamically propagating cracks of elastic materials. Rao and Rahman [7] proposed

n interaction integral to calculate stress-intensity factors (SIFs) for mixed-mode fracture analysis with EFG,
hich can also be implemented in conjunction with FEM. A simplified meshfree method, called as cracking-
article method, was presented by Belytschko [8] for arbitrary evolving cracks modeling, in which the crack was
resented by a discontinuous enrichment and the explicit crack presentation is not required. Rabczuk et al. [9]
urther developed a three-dimensional (3D) cracking-particle method, in which the additional unknowns in the
ariational formulation to capture the displacement discontinuity were not needed. Instead, the particles, where
racking is detected, are split into two particles lying on opposite sides of the crack. Many efforts have been made
n material point method (MPM) to simulate crack problems. Nairn [10] proposed a material point method with
rack (CRAMP), in which a crack with multi-velocity fields was simulated. Wang et al. [11] used an irregular
esh to simulate two-dimensional (2D) mixed mode crack and introduced the surfaces of the crack by allowing the

lacement of two node sets along the crack line. Chen et al. [12] simulated several crack problems approximately by
sing the collection of failure points and developed a failure criterion based on a bifurcation analysis. Yang et al. [13]
imulated the fragmentation with MPM based on Gurson model and random failure. Yang et al. [14] presented

combined elastoplasticity and decohesion model with MPM for the crack problem, in which the decohesion
odeling is improved by making the failure mode adjustable, and the critical normal and tangential decohesion

trengths with the tensile and shear peak strengths are utilized. Liang et al. [15,16] proposed a generalized
nterpolation material point method (GIMP) with enriched shape function (EMPM/EGIMP) for modeling crack
roblems, which utilizes fracture parameters of the crack tip such as the energy release rate and stress intensity
actors. Soga et al. [17] used Mohr–Coulomb, Cam-Clay and other derivatives to simulate the shear bands in the
andslide cases. Cheon and Kim [18] proposed an adaptive MPM coupled with phase-field fracture model with the
efinement of background grid based on the amount of material damage. In above studies, some achievements have
een made in modeling crack problems, but various limitations still exist. First, the location and normal vector of
he crack surface need to be explicitly described in these methods, and additional relations are required to relate the
nitiation of cracks with their growth velocity and direction, which makes it difficult to simulate cracking initiation
roblems.

In recent years, peridynamics (PD) [19–21] has attracted wide interests in fracture problems. PD is based on
on-local governing equations, and shows great flexibility in modeling dynamic fractures because the internal force
f peridynamic particle relies on the interaction between particles. The crack growth happens naturally without
xplicitly tracking crack surface, and cracking initiation and propagation can be well simulated with the use of
D. There are three types of PD formulations: the bond-based PD [20], the ordinary state-based PD [22] and

he non-ordinary state-based PD [23,24]. Silling [19–21] presented the bond-based PD as the bond acting like
ndependent springs, where the internal force between two particles is only related to their relative position. To
vercome the restriction of Poisson’s ratio in bond-based PD, two state-based PD formulations [22–24] have been
roposed, in which the internal force between two particles depends not only on their relative position, but also on
he deformation statement of their horizons. Various works have been done based on these three PD formulations.
u et al. [25] propose a computational method for a homogenized PD description of fiber-reinforced composites.
adenci et al. [26] presented a PD least squares minimization (LSM) approach to construct explicit analytical

xpressions in integral form for PD approximation of a field variable and its derivatives. Silling et al. [27] introduced
PD Eulerian model equipped with a Mie–Gruneisen equation of state. Zhang and Qiao [28] proposed a coupled
D model combining both strength and fracture energy condition for open-hole failure analysis. Madenci et al. [29]
resented the ordinary state-based PD constitutive relations for plastic deformation based on the Von Mises yield
riteria with isotopic hardening. He et al. [30,31] proposed a coupled PD-CZM method, in which a nonlocal CZM
s established in the frame of PD through introducing an objective and precise damage model based on the energy
quivalence. However, due to its non-local governing equations, PD has poor accuracy and computational efficiency

hen dealing with material boundaries and large deformation problems.
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Because of its unique capability in fracture simulation, PD has been combined with other methods with local
overning equations such as FEM [32] and FDM [33]. However, several limitations will be raised in the combined
D/FEM procedure. Firstly, a complicated interfacial treatment must be implemented between the PD sub-region
nd the FEM sub-region [32]. Secondly, FEM has difficulty in simulating extreme deformation problems due to
lement distortion [34,35]. Thirdly, it is required that PD sub-region covers the whole fracture area which limits
he use of PD/FEM procedure in complicated fracture problems. The combined PD/FDM procedure [33] also
uffers from the limitation of complicated interfacial treatment and computation area division. Lubineau et al. [36]
eveloped a morphing strategy which divides the strain energy into non local part and local continuum part to
daptively couple non-local to local continuum mechanics. In this method, the important feature is the definition
f the morphing functions, which relies on energy equivalence. However, this method also has the aforementioned
rst two limitations.

MPM [37,38] is an extension of the particle-in-cell (PIC) method [39]. In the MPM scheme [38], a continuum
ody is discretized into a set of particles which carry all the physical data moving through a predefined Eulerian
ackground grid. The momentum equation is first solved on the background grid, and then the solution is mapped
o the particles to update their state variables. The deformed background grid is discarded at the end of every time
tep, and a new regular mesh is used in the next time step. The MPM combines the Lagrangian description and
ulerian description, which makes MPM has relatively natural contact algorithm and robust capability in simulating

arge deformation problems [37,38]. However, the MPM still has limitations in tracking crack surface and crack
nitiation problems. Because both PD and MPM are particle methods which simulate dynamic process with particles
y explicit time integral, the combination of PD and MPM is very natural and is able to overcome the aforementioned
imitations in the combined PD/FEM procedure. Therefore, it is desirable to study the combined PD/MPM procedure
or solving crack problems with large deformation. Zeng et al. [40] proposed a combined peridynamics/generalized
nterpolation material point method (GIMP) via volume modification for simulating transient responses, and Lyu [41]
resented a novel integral-based MPM. However, existing combination of PD and other methods requires a pre-
artition of simulation sub-region to guarantee the PD sub-region covers the whole fracture area. To overcome these
rawbacks, an adaptive peridynamics material point method (APDMPM) is proposed in this paper. The simulation
egion is initially discretized by MPM particles, which will be adaptively converted to PD particles based on their
tress condition or connect relation to make the PD sub-region fit the damage area automatically.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 briefly review the MPM and PD
heories, respectively. Section 4 proposes a coupling scheme for PD and MPM, and develops an adaptive algorithm
o convert MPM particles to PD particles adaptively. Two types of conversion criteria are proposed, which are based
n the connection factor and principal stress of the particles, respectively. Section 5 presents several numerical
xamples to verify and validate the proposed method, and Section 6 draws concluding remarks.

. Material point method

In the MPM [37,38], a continuum body is discretized into a set of particles which carry all the physical data
velocity, momentum, density, etc.). Particles move through the Eulerian background grid during simulation, as
hown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the density of the continuum body can be written as

ρ(x) =

n p∑
p=1

m pδ(x − xp), (1)

where ρ is the current mass density, x is the position vector, m p and xp are the mass and position vector of particle
p, respectively. The weak form of the momentum equation and traction boundary condition in updated Lagrangian
form can be expressed as∫

Ω

ρüiδüi dV +

∫
Ω

ρσ s
i jδui, j dV −

∫
Ω

ρbiδui dV −

∫
Γt

ρt s
i δui dA = 0. (2)

In Eq. (2), the subscripts i and j indicate the components of the spatial variables following the Einstein
onvention, Ω is the material domain, Γt denotes the traction boundary, ui denotes the displacement, σ s

i j = σi j/ρ is
s
the specific stress, bi and ti are the specific body and traction forces, respectively. Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2),

3
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Fig. 1. MPM discretization.

the discretized equation can be expressed as:
n p∑

p=1

m püi pδui p +

n p∑
p=1

m pσ
s
i j pδui p, j −

n p∑
p=1

m pbi pδui p −

n p∑
p=1

m p t̄ s
ipδui ph−1

= 0, (3)

where the subscript p denotes the variables associated with particle p, n p is the number of MPM particles, h is
the thickness of the fictitious layer used to convert the surface integral on the traction boundary Γt into a volume
integral.

The position and displacement field of particles can be approximated on the background grid as

xi p =

∑
I

NI pxi I (4)

ui p =

∑
I

NI pui I (5)

here the subscript I denotes the variables associated with the grid node I , NI p denotes the shape function of grid
ode I evaluated at particle p. Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (3) leads to

ṗi I = f int
i I + f ext

i I x I /∈ Γu (6)

here Γu denotes the prescribed displacement boundary of the material domain,

pi I = m I u̇i I (7)

s the grid nodal momentum,

m I =

n p∑
p=1

m p NI p (8)

s the grid nodal mass,

f int
i I = −

n p∑
p=1

NI p, jσi j p
m p

ρp
(9)

and

f ext
i I =

n p∑
p=1

m p NI pbi p +

n p∑
p=1

NI p t̄ s
iph−1 m p

ρp
(10)

re the internal and external grid nodal force, respectively.
4
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Fig. 2. Internal force calculation of peridynamics.

3. Peridynamics

In the peridynamics theory [19–21], a non-local method is used to calculate the internal force. As shown in
Fig. 2, the equation of motion of PD point is given as∫

Hx

f (x, x′, u, u′)dVx′ + ρb − ρ ü = 0 (11)

here f is the pairwise force function, ρ denotes the mass density, u denotes the displacement field, Hx =

x′
|(x′

− x)2 < δ2
}

denotes the horizon of x, δ is the horizon size, b is the density of external body force. The
elative position vector ξ in the reference configuration is expressed as

ξ = x′
− x, (12)

nd the relative displacement vector η can be written as

η = u′
− u. (13)

To assure the conservation of linear momentum, the pairwise force function is required to satisfy

f (−ξ , −η) = − f (ξ , η) (14)

herefore, the pairwise force function can be expressed as

f (ξ , η) =

{
0 i f ∥ξ∥ > δ

f (ξ , η) ξ+η

∥ξ+η∥
i f ∥ξ∥ ≤ δ.

(15)

The bond stretch s of two particles can be written as

s(ξ , η, t) =
∥ξ + η∥ − ∥ξ∥

∥ξ∥
. (16)

For elastic materials, the pairwise force function can be written as

f (ξ , η) = cs(ξ , η, t)µ(ξ , η, t), (17)

where c is the micro-modulus, and µ is the scalar function for the bond failure. The micro-modulus c can be
calculated by the equation of strain energy density in the classical elasticity theory. For two-dimensional (2D) and
three-dimensional (3D) cases, the micro-modulus c is defined as

c =

{
12k/πhδ3 2D
18k/πδ4 3D,

(18)

here k is the bulk modulus of the material, and h is the thickness of 2D domain. The scalar function µ is defined
s

µ(ξ , η, t) =

{
1 s(ξ , η, t ′) < sc ∀t ′ < t

(19)

0 otherwise,

5
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where sc is the critical stretch of the bond which can be calculated by the critical energy release rate Gc of the
materials. For different space dimensions, the critical stretch is defined by

sc =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
√

5Gc

2bπδ6 2D√
Gc

bhδ5 3D

(20)

In peridynamic numerical model, integrating the motion equation Eq. (11) in the current configuration Ω with
body density Eq. (1), the discretized form of the motion equation can be written as

mx u(x, t) =

∑
x′∈Hx

f (ξ , η)Vx′ Vx + b(x, t)Vx (21)

here Vx and Vx′ are the volumes of particles x and x′, respectively. To measure the failure of particle xk , the
calar parameter of particle damage is defined as

φ(xk, t) = 1 −

∑nk
i=1 µ(xk, xi , t)Vxi∑nk

i=1 Vxi

(22)

here nk is the total number of particles in the neighborhood of the particle xk .

. Adaptive peridynamics material point method

To develop the adaptive peridynamics material point method(APDMPM), two main issues must be considered.
he first one is coupling of PD and MPM particles. In Liu’s Work [32], a special interface element is adopted to
ridge the FEM subregion and PD subregion, and the interface element is embedded with several PD particles
o calculate the coupling force. Because both PD and MPM are meshless methods with discrete particles, the
alculation of interaction force between MPM and PD particles is simple and natural, by the similar calculation
cheme used to calculate the interaction force between PD particles. The coupling scheme of PD and MPM is
resented in Section 4.1. The second challenge is the adaptive conversion of MPM particles to PD particles to
ain the simulation efficiency from MPM and the discontinuities modeling ability from PD. Therefore, the MPM
ubregion should cover the most of the continuum body to improve the simulation efficiency, meanwhile the PD
ubregion must cover the failure part of the continuum to guarantee the simulation accuracy of crack growth. To
atisfy the above requirements, two MPM particle conversion criteria are presented in Section 4.2. The one of them
s based on the connection relationship of PD particles and MPM particles for crack growth, and the other one is
ased on the stress state of MPM particles for crack initiation.

.1. Coupling of peridynamics and material point method

To couple PD with MPM, a hand-shake subregion is employed, as shown in Fig. 3. A continuum body is divided
nto three subregions: the MPM subregion, PD subregion and hand-shake subregion. The particles located in the

PM subregion, PD subregion and hand-shake subregion are named as MPM particles, PD particles and hand-shake
articles, respectively for short. The physical data of the MPM particles are updated by the method described in
ection 2, while the physical data of the PD particles are updated by the method described in Section 3.

The hand-shake particles are those particles covered by the horizon of a PD particle, as shown in Fig. 4. The
and-shake particles play two roles. Firstly, they serve as MPM particles whose physical data are updated by the
olution of the background grid as described in Section 2, in which the interaction forces from PD particles are taken
nto account. Secondly, they serve as virtual PD particles to determine the interaction force between PD particles
nd hand-shake particles. The interaction force between PD particle m and hand-shake particle p can be written as

f PD
mp = c

ξ + η

∥ξ + η∥
s(ξ , η, t)µ(ξ , η, t)Vm Vp (23)
6
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Fig. 3. Coupling between peridynamics and material point method.

Fig. 4. Calculation of coupling force f PD
mp .

The interaction force f PD
mp will be simultaneously applied on the PD particle m and hand-shake particle p.

umming up interaction forces from all PD particles whose horizon cover the hand-shake particle p, an extra
xternal force of the hand-shake particle p, is given as

f PD
p = −

nPD
p∑

m=1

f PD
mp (24)

here nPD
p is the number of PD particles whose horizons cover the hand-shake particle p. Therefore, the background

grid nodal external force Eq. (10) can be replaced by

f ext
i I =

nMH∑
p=1

m p NI pbi p +

nMH∑
p=1

NI p t̄ s
iph−1 m p

ρp
+

nMH∑
p=1

f PD
i p NI p, (25)

here nMH is the total number of MPM particles and hand-shake particles. Note that f PD
p = 0 for all MPM particles

ecause they are not covered by any PD particles, as particle j shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, we can unify the
alculation of the external force of background grid with Eq. (25). As shown in the next section, it is unnecessary
o distinguish the MPM particles and hand-shake particles in simulation process by using a connection factor.
herefore, we will term all these particles as MPM particles.

.2. Adaptive conversion of MPM particles

To gain the simulation efficiency from MPM and the capacity of discontinuity simulation from PD, an adaptive

onversion algorithm is proposed in this work. A continuum body is initially discretized by a set of particles

7
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Fig. 5. Particle division with pre-existing crack.

Fig. 6. Region division of adaptive algorithm.

which carry all the physical data. For problems with pre-existing cracks, these particles are classified as MPM
particles, hand-shake particles and PD particles in the initial configuration. As shown in Fig. 5, the particle x1

will be classified as a PD particle, because the initial crack surface crosses its horizon. Particles like x2 which are
covered by the horizon of a PD particle but whose horizons are not crossed by a crack surface will be classified as
hand-shake particles. Particles like x3 which are far away from crack surface will be classified as MPM particles.
After the classification of particles, the domain is partitioned into the MPM subregion, PD subregion and hand-shake
subregion as shown in Fig. 6. The PD subregion will only cover the area where the crack is located, and the area
near the crack tips which is expected to grow. During the crack growth, the MPM sub-region will be adaptively
converted to PD sub-region, as shown in Fig. 6.

To establish the APDMPM, two MPM particle conversion criteria are proposed. The first conversion criterion
is based on the connection relationship and the break of the bond between MPM particles and PD particles. To
develop this criterion, a connection factor in initial configuration K 0

pq between particle x p and xq is defined as

K 0
pq =

{
c

|x p−xq |
VpVq x p ∈ Hq

0 otherwise
(26)

here the subscripts p and q denote all particles, including PD particles, MPM particles and hand-shake particles.
herefore, the connection factor should be calculated between all particle pairs. For problems with pre-existing
racks, the connection factor should be corrected by

K 1
pq = apq K 0

pq (27)

where apq = 0 if the bond between particle x p and xq cross the pre-existing crack, otherwise apq is equal to 1.
Then, the particles can be classified as MPM particles and PD particles based on their corrected connection factor
8
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x p ∈

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
SMPM

∑
q K 1

pq∑
q K 0

pq
= 1

SPD

∑
q K 1

pq∑
q K 0

pq
< 1

(28)

With the connection factor K k
pq (k refers to the time step), the interaction force between PD particle p and

article q in its horizon at time step k can be written as

f pq = K k
pq (∥ξ + η∥ − ∥ξ∥)

ξ + η

∥ξ + η∥
(29)

herefore, we can simply update the connection factor K k
pq in every time step to calculate the internal force of

PD particles and the interaction force between PD particles and MPM particles. To adaptively convert the MPM
particles during crack growth, the connection factor K k

pq needs to be updated in every time step. Because the PD
subregion needs to cover all the failure parts of the continuum, all the MPM particles in hand shake region with
a broken bond need to be converted into PD particles after the position update. Therefore in every time step, the
connection factor K k

pq can be updated based on the updated displacement by

K k+1
pq =

{
K k

pq spq (t) < sc

0 spq (t) > sc
(30)

where spq is the bond stretch between particle x p and xq , and sc is defined in Eq. (20).
Note that only the connection factors between PD particles or PD particle and MPM particle need to be update.

The connection factor between MPM particles is not related to the calculation of interaction force, so it does not
need to be updated until one of the MPM particles is converted to a PD particle. After the update of the connection
factor K k+1

pq , the adaptive conversion MPM particles can be performed by the following criterion. For any MPM
particle x p, if∑

j K k+1
pq∑

j K 0
pq

< 1 x p ∈ SMPM, (31)

hen xi will be converted to a PD particle in the next time step. The connection factor criterion implies that all
he MPM particles in shake-hand region with a broken bond will be converted to PD particles. With Eq. (31), the
onversion of sub-regions will be carried out adaptively with the growth of cracks, and it can guarantee that all the
ailed parts are simulated by PD. As presented in Eq. (29), the connection factor is also used in the calculation of
he internal force of PD particles, and the interaction force between PD particles and MPM particles. Therefore,
his conversion criterion introduces only a little extra computational cost.

As discussed above, the connection factor criterion can resolve the MPM particle conversion of pre-existing crack
rowth problem, but it is difficult to simulate the crack initiation problem because only particles in the hand-shake
ubregion could be converted to PD particles in every time step. To model crack initiation in MPM subregion, a
riterion related to the state of stress is proposed for MPM particles, which can be expressed as f (σi j ) > 0. The
pecific expression of f (σi j ) depends on the failure form of the material. In this study, the maximum principal stress
riterion is employed, namely,

f (σi j ) = σ1 − ασmax > 0 (32)

here σ1 is the maximal principal stress of the MPM particles, α < 1 is a positive constant, and σmax is the strength
of extension. Any MPM particle x p which satisfies Eq. (32) will be converted to a PD particle in the next time step.

his stress criterion generates new PD subregion in the continuum, which can be applied to simulate the initiation
f a crack.

.3. Numerical procedure of the APDMPM

Based on the adaptive conversion criteria proposed above, the simulation process of the APDMPM can be

ummarized as follows. Firstly, the following steps are performed prior to the first time step:

9
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(a). Discretize the continuum body by a set of particles. Each particle carries its all physical properties.
(b). Calculate the initial connection factor K 0

pq between all particle pairs based on the particle position in the
initial configuration with Eq. (26).

(c). Correct the initial connection factor K 0
pq for pre-existing crack problems based on the crossing status of

crack path and bonds with Eq. (27).
(d). Classify the particles into MPM particles and PD particles with corrected connection factor by Eq. (28).
For each time step, the following steps are performed:
(1) Reform the regular background mesh and reconstruct the mass and momentum of background grid nodes

from MPM particles by

mk
I =

nMPM∑
p=1

m p N k
I p (33)

pk−1/2
i I =

nMPM∑
p=1

m pv
k−1/2
i p N k

I p (34)

or fixed boundary, apply the essential boundary condition pk−1/2
i I = 0.

(2) Calculate the internal force of PD particles with the connection factor K k
i j by Eq. (35),

f k
p =

n p∑
p=1

f k
pq =

n p∑
p=1

K k
pq (∥ξ + η∥ − ∥ξ∥)

ξ + η

∥ξ + η∥
x p ∈ SPD (35)

here n p is the total number of all particles. While calculating the internal force of PD particles, the interaction
orce between MPM particles and PD particles is also calculated. If particle q is a MPM particle, the interaction
orce f pq needs to be added to its external force f PD

q . The interaction force can be written as

f PD,k
q = −

nPD∑
p=1

f k
pq = −

nPD∑
p=1

K k
pq (∥ξ + η∥ − ∥ξ∥)

ξ + η

∥ξ + η∥
xq ∈ SMPM (36)

here nPD denotes the total number of all PD particles.
(3) Calculate the background grid nodal forces by

f int,k
i I = −

nMPM∑
p=1

N k
I p, jσ

k
i j p

m p

ρp
(37)

f ext,k
i I =

nMPM∑
p=1

m p N k
I pbk

ip +

nMPM∑
p=1

N k
I p t̄k

iph−1 m p

ρk
p

+

nMPM∑
p=1

f PD,k
i p N k

I p, (38)

f k
i I = f int,k

i I + f ext,k
i I (39)

nd update the grid nodal momentum by

pk+1/2
i I = pk−1/2

i I + f k
i I∆tk (40)

4) Map the updated grid nodal velocity and acceleration to MPM particles to update their velocity and displacement
y

xk+1
i p = xk

ip + ∆tk+1/2
8∑

I=1

pk+1/2
i I N k

I p

mk
I

(41)

v
k+1/2
i p = v

k−1/2
i p + ∆tk

8∑
I=1

f k
i I N k

I p

mk
I

(42)

nd update the velocity and displacement of PD particles by

v
k+1/2
i = v

k−1/2
i + ∆tk f k

i (43)

mi

10
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a

t

5

5

a
w

xk+1
i = xk

ip + ∆tk+1/2v
k+1/2
i (44)

(5) Update the connection factor K k
pq between PD particles or PD particle and MPM particle based on the updated

displacement by Eq. (30).
(6) Reconstruct the grid momentum from updated MPM particles by

pk+1/2
i I =

nM P M∑
p=1

m pv
k+1/2
i p N k

I p (45)

and apply the essential boundary condition. Calculate the updated grid node velocity by

v
k+1/2
i I =

pk+1/2
i I

mn
i

(46)

(7) Calculate MPM particles’ incremental strain and incremental vorticity by

∆ε
k+1/2
i j p = ∆tk+1/2

8∑
I=1

1
2

(N k
I p, jv

k+1/2
i I + N k

I p,iv
k+1/2
j I ) (47)

∆Ω
k+1/2
i j p = ∆tk+1/2

8∑
I=1

1
2

(N k
I p, jv

k+1/2
i I − N k

I p,iv
k+1/2
j I ) (48)

nd update MPM particles’ stress by a constitutive model, and density by

ρk+1
p =

ρn
p

(1 + ∆ε
k+1/2
i i p )

(49)

(8) Perform the adaptive conversion of MPM particles. Convert MPM particle xi to a PD particle in the next
ime step if it satisfies Eq. (31) or Eq. (32).

The flow chart of the APDMPM is shown in Fig. 7.

. Numerical examples

.1. Spallation of Hopkinson bar

In this section, the planar spallation with a hypothetical material in 1D condition is studied. As shown in Fig. 8,
n impactor strikes on a bar at velocity of v0 = 30 m/s. Both the impactor and the bar are assumed to be elastic
ith a Young’s modulus E = 10000 Pa, mass density ρ = 1 kg/m3, and σmax = 3000 Pa. The lengths of the

impactor and the bar are L1 = 0.03 m and L2 = 0.07 m respectively, and the width of the impactor and the bar is
D = 0.001 m. In this problem, the elastic wave analysis is performed of a spall plane at x = 0.04 m from the left
end of the plate. The conversion criterion Eq. (32) is employed with α = 0.95 to model the crack initiation process
in spallation, and the bond critical stretch is chosen as sc = 0.3.

The bar is discretized into a set of particles with spacing of ∆ = 1 mm and horizon of δ = 3.015∆. The side
length of the background grid cell for MPM is chosen as 2 mm, and the time step ∆t is set as 5.0 × 10−7 s. The
evolution of the particle type is plotted in Fig. 9(a), where hollow circles denote the MPM particles while crosses
denote the PD particles. The damage value φ(xk, t) (see Eq. (22)) distributions along the plate at different time are
shown in Fig. 9(b), which shows that the location of the spallation plane agrees with theoretical predicted location
x = 0.04 m from the left end of the bar, and the spallation time also matches the theoretical predicted time. Fig. 10
shows the displacement after the spallation. Because the material of the impactor and the bar are the same, the
length of the spallation part (right part) of the bar is equal to the length of the impactor L1 = 0.03 m. Therefore,
the impactor and the left part of the bar will be approximately static after the impact, and the spallation part will
move with a velocity slightly below v0 = 30 m/s due to the elastic deformation, which all agree well with the
theoretical prediction. In this numerical example, we use MPM particles to model the impact between the impactor
and the bar with background grids, which overcomes the difficulty of the contact between PD particles.
11
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Fig. 7. Flow chart of the APDMPM.

Fig. 8. Hopkinson bar.

5.2. Plate with a pre-existing crack under velocity boundary conditions

In this section, the crack growth is simulated. As shown in Fig. 11(a), an isotropic plate with a center pre-
existing crack is subjected to a velocity condition on its horizontal edges. The material density, Young’s modulus
12
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Fig. 9. Points type and damage value at different time.

Fig. 10. Displacement of the bar at different time.

Fig. 11. Plate with a pre-existing crack under velocity boundary conditions.

and Poisson’s ratios are 8000 kg/m3, 192 Gpa and 1/3, respectively. The initial length of the crack 2a0 = 10 mm,
the length and thickness of the square plate are 50 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively. The critical stretch is taken as
sc = 0.02, and the velocity boundary conditions are applied as shown in Fig. 11(b).

The square plate is discretized into a set of particles with mesh size of ∆ = 0.5 mm and δ = 3.015∆. The side
length of the background grid cell for MPM is chosen as ld = 2∆ = 1 mm, and the time step ∆t = 1.2 × 10−8 s
which satisfies the stability conditions of PD [21] and MPM [42]. The particles are initially classified into MPM
particles and PD particles based on Eq. (28), as shown in Fig. 12(a), where the particles near the pre-existing crack
are classified as PD particles to simulate the discontinuity.

The evolution of dynamic crack growth is observed when the stretch wave arrives the crack tips. The
classifications of particles at different time are shown in Fig. 12. As the crack growth, MPM particles are adaptively
13
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Fig. 12. Simulation sub-region of different time.

Fig. 13. Damage value at t = 15 µs.

onverted to PD particles to model crack. As shown in Fig. 12(e), some MPM particles near the boundary in the
ensile are converted to PD particles when the stress wave arrives at the boundary. However, as the damage value
f the plate at t = 15 µs is shown in Fig. 13, the bonds of these PD points have rarely broken which agrees
ith Silling’s results [21]. The crack tip position at any time is defined to be the maximum value of all nodes
hose φi > 0.3, where φi denotes the nodal value of the damage defined in Eq. (22). Therefore, the crack growth
istance as a function of time is shown in Fig. 14(b). The differential of the curve plotted in Fig. 14(b) gives
he maximum predicted crack growth speed of about 1300 m/s, which is less than the material Rayleigh wave
peed of vr = 2800 m/s, and it is located within the theoretical limitations [43] for steady mode-I fracture. The
imulation results of crack growth distance agrees with the Silling’s PD results [21]. The proportion of PD particles
s a function of time is plotted in Fig. 14(a), which shows four stages: (1) 0 ∼ 6 µs: the number of PD particles
emains unchanged; (2) 6 ∼ 10 µs: the proportion of PD particles raises to 2.5% with the growth of the crack; (3)
0 ∼ 12.8 µs: the number of PD particles remains unchanged; (4) 12.8 ∼ 15 µs: the proportion of PD particles
aises to 3.5%, because the stress wave reaches the boundary and the MPM particles are in tensile and converted
o PD particles based on the stress criterion Eq. (32).

To test the convergence of the APDMPM, the calculation is carried out with all parameters held constant, but
our different values of particle spacing ∆ = 1.0 mm, 0.625 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.3125 mm. The resulting predictions for
rack growth distance are shown in Fig. 15, and the damage value of the plate at t = 15 µs is shown in Fig. 16. The
esults show that variations in the predicted crack initiation time, arrest time, total growth distance, and velocity, are
n the order of the variations in grid spacing. This demonstrates the linear convergence of the predicted dynamic
racture behavior as ∆ is reduced in a practical sense. And the weight of the damage area also decrease as ∆ is
educed as shown in Fig. 16.

.3. Plate with a circular cutout under velocity boundary condition

In this section, a mixed mode crack initiation and propagation problem is simulated. As shown in Fig. 17, the
re-existing crack of the square plate in Section 5.2 is replaced by a circular cutout with a diameter of D = 10 mm.
he velocity boundary condition along its horizontal edges is given as

v0(x, ±L/2, t) = 10 m/s t > 0 (50)

The material properties, plate geometry and the material parameters are the same as those used in Section 5.2
xcept for the plate thickness h = 0.5 mm. Due to the lack of preset crack, Eq. (28) cannot be employed to classify
14
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Fig. 14. Proportion of PD particles and crack growth distance.

Fig. 15. Crack growth distance with different discretization size.

Fig. 16. Damage value with different discretization size.
15
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Fig. 17. Plate with a circular cutout.

Fig. 18. Simulation sub-region of different time.

the particles. Under this situation, Eq. (32) is used to model the crack initiation of the continuum body with α = 0.95
and σmax = 400 MPa.

The evolution of dynamic crack growth is observed when the stretch wave arrives the edge of the circular cutout.
The partitions of the plate at different times are shown in Fig. 18. The proportion of PD particles as a function of
time is plotted in Fig. 19.(a), and the crack growth distance as a function of time is shown in Fig. 19(b). The nodal
value of damage at t = 22.5 µs is shown in Fig. 20. As shown in Fig. 18(b), the initial PD sub-region appears at
two horizontal end of the circular cutout at t = 16.5 µs, because of the stress concentration. After that, the local
damage value of some particles exceeds φ0 = 0.38 resulting in self-similar crack growth. The crack continues to
propagate toward the external vertical boundaries, as shown in Figs. 18(c), (d), (e) and (f). As Fig. 19(b) shows, the
maximum predicted crack growth speed is about 1750 m/s, which is less than the material Rayleigh wave speed of
vr = 2800 m/s. The crack growth speed is faster than the crack growth speed in Fig.19, because the mixed mode
crack grows faster than the mode-I crack.

5.4. Kalthoff–Winkler experiment

Kalthoff Winkler Experiment [44–46] is a classical benchmark for dynamic crack growth simulation. As shown in
Fig. 21, a rectangular steel plate with two parallel preset cracks is stricken by a steel impactor. The setup is depicted
in Fig. 21. The thickness of the specimen is 0.01 m. The material density is 7800 kg/m3, Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratios are respectively 190 Gpa and 1/3, and the critical energy release rate is G0 = 6.9 × 104 J/m2. The
impact loading is imposed by applying an initial velocity of v0 = 22 m/s to the first three layers of particles in

the domain (see Fig. 21), and all other boundaries are free. In this simulation, the square plate is discretized into

16
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e
t

Fig. 19. Proportion of PD particles and crack growth distance.

Fig. 20. Damage value at t = 22.5 µs.

Fig. 21. Kalthoff–Winkler’s experimental setup.

a set of particles with spacing ∆ = 1 mm, and horizon δ = 3.015∆. The side length of the background grid cell
is chosen as 0.1 mm, and the time step is set as ∆t = 5 × 10−8 s. The particles are initially classified into MPM
particles and PD particles based on Eq. (28). The initial partition of the plate is shown in Fig. 22(a), and the area
near the pre-existing crack is set as PD subregion to simulate the discontinuity.

As shown in Fig. 22(c), the crack starts to grow around 25 µs. The initial crack tip speed is about 75% of the
Rayleigh wave speed. As shown in Fig. 23, the angle of the crack propagation with respect to the original crack
direction is about 63.0◦, which matches with the observed angle of 70◦ for relatively low speed impact in the
xperiment [45,46]. As shown in Fig. 24, the damage of the plate can be divided into five stages: (1) 0 ∼ 10.0 µs:
he number of PD particles remains unchanged; (2) 10.0 ∼ 11.0 µs: the proportion of PD particles raises to 3.0%
17
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Fig. 22. Simulation sub-region of different time.

Fig. 23. Damage value at t = 50 µs.

ith the damage of the top edge due to the apply of velocity boundary; (3) 11.0 ∼ 23.1 µs: the number of PD
articles remains unchanged; (4) 23.1 ∼ 42.5 µs: the proportion of PD particles raises proportionally to 5.0% with
he growth of the crack; (5) 42.5 ∼ 50.0 µs: the proportion of PD particles sharply raises compared to stage 4,

because the stress wave reaches the bottom edge and the MPM particles are in tensile and converted to PD particles
based on the stress criterion Eq. (32).

5.5. Efficiency

To investigate the efficiency of the adaptive PD/MPM algorithm, the improvement of the simulation efficiency
is defined by

tr =
tadaptive − tPD

tPD
, (51)

here tadaptive and tPD are the simulation time of adaptive PD/MPM method and PD, respectively. All examples in
his paper are performed, and a PC with one Intel(R) core(TM) i9-9900K CPU @ 3.60 GHz is used.

As shown in Table 1, the simulation efficiency raises about 1/3 by the use of APDMPM. However, the examples
n this paper cannot fully show the simulation efficiency of the APDMPM, because we just consider the elastic
18
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Fig. 24. Proportion of PD particles.

Table 1
Comparison in efficiency for different numerical examples.

Plate with a Pre-existing Crack Plate with a Circular Cutout Kalthoff–Winkler Experiment

tadaptive(s) 1.5099 × 103 2.2394 × 103 3.0951 × 103

tPD (s) 2.4004 × 103 3.4031 × 103 4.5710 × 103

tr 37.1% 34.2% 32.3%

materials here. In the simulation of plasticity with PD [29], the calculation of the interaction force between plastic
PD particles will cost much more CPU time, and the APDMPM would show more efficiency improvement.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, an adaptive coupling approach of PD and MPM is proposed to fully take advantages of both the
PM and PD. A continuum body is partitioned into MPM, PD and hand-shake subregions. The failure region is
odeled by the PD, while the remaining region is modeled by the MPM. The hand-shake region is employed to

ouple the MPM and PD. The MPM particles in the hand-shake subregion are located within the horizon of the PD
articles, and the pairwise force between the MPM particles and the PD particles are imposed as the external force
f the MPM particles. During the simulation, the MPM particles are converted to the PD particles adaptively with
he extension of the failure part. Two adaptive conversion criteria are proposed related to the connection status and
he stress status of the MPM particles, respectively.

To test the adaptive peridynamics material point method, four numerical examples are studied, including the
pallation of a one-dimensional bar, a mode-I fracture propagation problem of a plate with a pre-existing crack,
mixed mode crack initiation problem, and the Kalthoff–Winkler’s experiment. The numerical results show that

he proposed adaptive peridynamics material point method has the capacity of modeling the crack initiation and
ropagation problems with both accuracy and efficiency.
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